



EPISODE 11 - Dr. Mina Hamilton 

Introduction 

We’ve always known that as part of our guest list we wanted to talk to vets from outside of clinical 
practice to provide us with some insights about parts of the profession that neither of us know 
anything about. When it came to choosing who we should interview from the world of industry, 
todays guest was at the top of both of our lists. 

Dr Mina Hamilton is a smiling bundle of energy and enthusiasm who took her talents out of clinical 
practice and into life as an industry vet a few years ago when she decided to work for one of the 
leading pet food companies. When you watch Dr Mina doing her thing at work you’re immediately 
struck by how much she makes it look like a lot of fun, which is exactly why we wanted to talk to 
her. We wanted to find out if it really is fun, and dig a bit into the whys, the hows, and the pros and 
cons. 

Our conversation with Mina covers a wide range of topics. We talk about how you know whether 
or not a job is for you, about making the decision to stay or go in your job, and how to approach 
leaving when it is time to move on. Mina tells us what she loves about life as a technical vet, 
about the skills she’s learnt in her roll, about how to break bad habits, why holidays are so 
important, and much much more. 

Please plug in, sit back, and lend your ears to Dr Mina Hamilton. 

Show Notes: 

Negotiation skills course: https://www.swinburne.edu.au/study/course/negotiation-skills/  

Public speaking: a good place to start: https://www.toastmasters.org  


Books:

The 7 Habits Of Highly Effective People, Steve Covey: https://www.franklincovey.com/the-7-
habits.html   

The Subtle Art of Not Giving a Hoot, Mark Manson: https://www.amazon.com.au/Subtle-Art-Not-
Giving-Counterintuitive-ebook/dp/B019MMUA8S  

How To Deliver a TED Talk, Jeremy Donovan: https://www.amazon.com/How-Deliver-TED-Talk-
Presentations/dp/0071831592  
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